
More Information

Why not capsules, tablets or pills? 

The short answer is that liquids are the most

easily digested and absorbed by the

stomach. High quality, medicinal herbal teas

do not need to be processed by the stomach as

do tablets or capsules (which also require fillers

or a casing). This means the body is better

able to absorb all the complex properties of

the herbs, and deliver the greatest benefits.

Our full-spectrum extracts contain all the active

chemical constituents of whole herbs in

concentrated form to deliver exceptional

clinical results.

Why Herbal Granules?
A GUIDE FOR PATIENTS

Discover a whole new level
of health and wellness with
the #powerofherbs!

Why Herbal Granules?

This information is provided by
Treasure of the East. Learn about
the safety and efficacy of all our

traditional medicines at:

t r e a s u r e o f t h e e a s t . c om

The herbs you are about to take are bound by

science, tradition and innovation to deliver

gentle, effective medicine that is above all, safe.
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Our world class laboratory employs modern

analytical and testing instruments such as thin-

layer chromatography (TLC), and techniques

such as low-temperature vacuum

concentration – all to preserve the healing

properties of our herbs while meeting strict

standards of consistency, purity and safety.

Tradition matters! Our premium herbal extracts

get their start in over 300 Dao Di (or traditional

region of origin) farms across China. 

Why is this important? Research shows that

herbs develop the botanical attributes and form

the chemical compounds that are most

characteristic and most efficacious when

grown in their Dao Di regions.

Once procured and authenticated, the raw

herbs are prepared according to traditional Pao

Zhi practices, including soaking, steaming, stir-

frying, germinating, fermenting, toasting,

freezing, and more.

Once you add hot water to your
herbal granules, the whole-herb
constituents come to life and are
immediately bio-available. This

makes them at least as effective as
raw herbal decoctions, while being

much more convenient! 
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We're proud of the many industry "firsts"

Tianjiang has earned over the years. With 56

awards, including 17 national honors, Tianjiang

is widely recognized as the industry pioneer

and leader of Traditional Chinese Medicine

granule herbs.

Our clinical research partnerships with China's

top research universities and Chinese medicine

research hospitals have led to an extraordinary

body of work related to Chinese herbal extracts.
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